
PRIVATE MONEY RESOURCE GUIDE

WHAT IS PRIVATE MONEY? (CASH)

It does NOT require personal credit or personal guarantees (PG) to qualify. This means the business owner is NOT personally 
on the hook for repayment of these kind of private money loans.

That is a powerful advantage you have in eliminating RISK associated with business.

What private money can be used for:

It can be used for any general business purpose like salaries, equipment, materials or advertising. It can also be used for ap-
proved types of real estate investing like profitable flips of residential properties.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO GET PRIVATE MONEY? (5 DAYS)

The application process to get private money for your business is short and simple. Typically it only takes 5 business days for 
approval once your business qualifications are in place.

WHAT ARE THE QUALIFICATIONS: (A BIZ SET UP PROPERLY)

You just need to have a properly registered business set up with a brief history that is positive. So we help each client quickly 
get an average of 2 trade references listed for their business so that private money will be given to them.

WHAT ARE THE STEPS TO COMPLETE THE FUNDING PROCESS:

You just need to have a properly registered business set up with a brief history that is positive. So we help each client quickly 
get an average of 2 trade references listed for their business so that private money will be given to them.

a.     Enroll in our program and complete the payment process
b.     We will review all the details of your business
c.     You will be matched with a private lender for first round funding
d.     We will complete implementation of any trade accounts that may be needed to speed up the 
         funding process

HOW DO TRADE ACCOUNTS ALLOW YOU TO ACCESS PRIVATE FUNDING?

Trade and Vendor accounts in the name of your business work to SCORE your companies credit very much like a person’s 
credit is scored.

Just by having your business establish trade credit you get a good score and the more you use and the faster your business 
repays it, the higher your business score climbs.

Our private lendinttg sources are looking for common and normal business references, like these kind of trade lines, to then 
offer cash based funding to your business.

HOW MUCH MONEY CAN I GET?

There is no limit (like the banks have) on how much funding you could get from our private lending sources. We start you off 
with $25,000 and can move you up to $100,000 fast based on a short performance history of making the initial payments. 90 
days is the typical time frame to see a nice increase in your business funding access.

WHERE CAN YOU GET THIS KIND OF PRIVATE MONEY?

You can enroll in our PRIVATE CAPITAL FUNDING program today only, for a 50% discount. Please call our office immediately. 
Friday will bring this program access to a close.
 
Call 702-845-8943


